DISCOVER DOGS
LIVING WITH THE ROUGH COLLIE
These are a few short notes about the rough collie, any of our team here today at Discover
Dogs will only be too happy to answer your questions. This is the ideal place to ask about &
see our breed close up & helping you decide if it is the right dog for you.
The rough collie belongs to the Pastoral group. Their original job being to work the sheep
& a few still do today. They are usually gentle, affectionate & intelligent, they can be a little
stand offish with strangers but once a friend always a friend. They are sociable with adults
& children alike & get on well with other animals. They are sensitive (particularly to what
mood you’re in) love to play & although they will quite happily spend some of the day on
their own or with canine friends, they do really love human company & are never happier
than lying about around the house especially in the busiest place, or on your feet when you
sit down. They hate being told off!
They are adaptable in so much that they enjoy obedience training, the show ring, agility
(although they will usually do it in their own time!) & the ideal family companion.
They do not need tremendous amounts of exercise but they are always willing to go out if
you are, ideally two ½ hr. walks to include a free run daily when old enough & access to a
largish garden. They need to be socialized as soon as vaccinated, puppy training classes are
ideal but they can be lead trained earlier & this can be done for short sessions daily. They
are an easy breed to train in basic obedience as they are quick to learn & love their special
titbits.
They can be fussy eaters but if you only give them a 1/4 of the usual amount & then pick
it up if they show no interest & don’t put it down until the next mealtime they usually
change their mind quite quickly.
We’re spoilt for choice with complete dog foods these days. Always feed a good quality
complete food. Raw tripe & biscuit is still popular as well.
Their hearing is sensitive, some hate fireworks & thunder but will usually settle down if
you don’t make a fuss, turn the TV or radio up & just carry on as usual. There are desensitizing CD’s available to play to your puppies that are very helpful which include
everyday noises such as motorbikes, sirens, lawnmowers etc.
Occasionally the rough collie decides it doesn’t like a shiny floor, a tiled floor or a
particular hall or doorway, this has always been a bit of a puzzle to us collie folk but is best
ignored, don’t make a fuss & only praise & reward when they recover & follow you, some
take longer than others & the majority aren’t’t bothered at all!. Start how you mean to go
on with your puppy, do not let them get on the furniture or the beds one day, then stop them
the next, or start feeding them from your dinner table, so work out your house rules from
the beginning. They are not a particularly noisy breed but will let you know when
somebody is around
There are fourteen rough collie breed societies covering England Scotland & Wales all
having their own websites. collielife.com & collienet.com include information about the
societies, forthcoming shows & events, up to date shows results & the breed council, also
information is available on the kennel club website.
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GROOMING THE ROUGH COLLIE

These are some short notes on grooming the rough collie, any of our team here today at
Discover Dogs can show you how! The adult rough collie has a double coat the ‘undercoat’
is very thick & soft & comes away from the skin when the dog moults, the ‘outercoat’ is
more harsh & weather proof, when your dog starts to moult they will loose all their undercoat
so a daily brush with a one sided bristle brush is a good idea to remove the dead hair as soon
as possible. This is the only time you would normally bath a collie, as they must be
thoroughly dried afterwards to prevent skin problems & matting, so after towel drying a
hairdryer & brushing should do the trick. Make sure they do not get chilled afterwards. There
are many good dog shampoos available so it’s a matter of choice, the same apples to coat
spays. Bitches usually moult about 2mths after a season, with males it’s between 1yr & 2yrs,
they can also lose a bit of bodyweight so look ungainly till getting their new coat.
A regular weekly brush is advised starting from above the tail brushing the coat backwards
(towards the heart) to get rid of dust etc. then brushing it back making sure you haven’t
missed any bits! so don’t forget the tail, & under the tummy etc. The soft hair behind the ears,
elbows, back legs long hair under the tail (called skirts on bitches, trousers on the dogs!) is
prone to knots so if any are found gently teasing with a wide toothed comb & scissoring or
using thinning scissors (serrated edged grooming scissors) usually does the job, these areas
are tender so do hold the hair near the root with your other hand to take the pressure off, also
it’s helpful to trim the long hair off under the foot as this will matt & collect dirt etc. Teeth
should be gently inspected & only special dog toothpaste should be used only using your
finger to start with (special finger stalls are available) & the toothbrush when they are used to
it. Nails may need to be clipped occasionally, but this is better done by a groomer or vet if
you are not experienced in doing this, as it’s easy to catch the quick which will sting & bleed
a lot!
The puppy coat is softer & fluffy, it’s important to get your puppy used to being groomed
from an early age with a soft brush daily for a few mins. It’s a good idea to get them used to
lying down and be brushed underneath, also touch & feel the feet, check inside the ears,&
check the teeth (altho whilst teething your puppy may not be so keen) so at all times patience
& gentle handling is very important. This handling is also helpful if ever he needs to go to the
vet’s to be examined.
There are videos of step by step grooming & trimming the rough collie for the show ring on
collielife.com

THE ROUGH COLLIE
HEALTH SCREENING

The rough collie is usually a healthy breed, & fortunately has not been bred for any over
exaggerations. Although coats have become more abundant, they should still be fairly harsh to the
touch & not ‘woolly’
The Kennel Club recommend 2 available health screening schemes.
Eye Screening & Hip Scoring.
Eye Screening: When puppies are 6-7 wks. old, it is recommended that puppies are eye screened by a
BVA/KC listed ophthalmologist. This eye screening looks for all of the known eye abnormalities the breed
is affected by, including Collie Eye Anomaly (CEA) a congenital condition that is NON-PROGRESSIVE.
Present at birth it can affect the collie breeds & in its milder forms does not affect the eyesight, but in a
severe form can be more serious. Fortunately this is a very small percentage for the rough collie breed.
Testing for PRA is also recommended for dogs over 1yr. old.
Hip Scoring: Hip Dysplasia (HD) It is recommended when dogs are over 1yr. old Radiographs of the
hips are taken, evaluated & scored out of 106 under the BVA/KC scheme. A score of 12 or less is said to be
ideal for our breeding stock. Fortunately again this affects only a small percentage.
It is essential that all collie owners know about Multi Drug Resistance-1 (MDR-1) adverse side effects
from certain drugs especially IVERMECTIN or those containing it, anti-parasitic & anti-histamines can
very badly affect collie breeds, (some are not affected at all). A swab test is available to test for this, but
always check your vet is aware of this drug sensitivity & he has a list of these drugs- as they go under
different trade names. (A list is available to print out from the breed council website)
So it is very important that these drugs are not given to the rough collie.

More detailed information on MDR-1, health screening and the rough collie standard can be found on the
following websites:
www.collienet.com www.collielife.com www.roughcolliebreedcouncil.org.uk www.thekennelclub.org.uk
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